Schedule of Internal Assessment of 1st and 3rd Semester in P.G. Courses
All the concerned students of 1st and 3rd Semester in P.G. Courses (M.A in Bengali, History,
Philosophy & Sanskrit and M.Sc. in Geography) are hereby informed that their Internal Assessment will
be held through online mode as per following schedule.
In this regard it is also informed that subject wise question papers will be provided on the
respective college website (for online study): www.bajkulcollegeonlinestudy.in under the button of P.G.
Examination Portal.
After completion of the examinations, you must send your answer scripts in pdf format through
the given / providing e-mail which will be mentioned in the question paper (Subject/Paper wise) within 2
pm carefully with attachment and mentioning Subject, Class Roll No., Paper/Unit, and Name of Paper
properly etc. It should not be repeated.
It is also informed to the students of PG 1st and 3rd Semester that e-mail should be send within
stipulated time as mentioned above. Otherwise their answer Scripts will not be accepted. In addition to
this, it is informed to the students of various disciplines of different sections must submit their answer
scripts through the said / provided mail id given / mentioned in the question paper. Otherwise, the
candidate will be excluded from the evaluation system as per rule.
All the examines of PG 1st and 3rd Semester are asked to download and print the front page of
answer booklet including additional page for writing their answer as per requirement on and from
03.03.2021 at 11 am and also the students will be download or access the subject/paper/unit wise
question from half an hour before (30 minutes) the commencement of examination (see examination
schedule).
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Date: 06-02-2021

Sd/- Dr. P. K. Dandapath
Teacher-in-charge

N.B.: If any problem arises, you may contact with concerned HOD / Coordinator, (Contact Number
mentioned in the website : www.bajkulcollegeonlinestudy.in under the Teachers’ Phone No. button
Please Note That: If FM is 10 Marks, the questions will be 08 in number and students must answer 05
whereas each question will be credited by 2 marks.
If FM is 05 Marks, the questions will be 08 in number and students must answer 05 in number
whereas each question will be of 01 mark.
Sd/- Dr. P. K. Dandapath
Teacher-in-charge

PG 1st and 3rd Semester Internal Examination Schedule – 2021
COURSE

SEMESTER

PG

1ST SEMESTER
ARTS

PG

1ST SEMESTER
SCIENCE

PG

3RD SEMESTER
ARTS

PG

3RD SEMESTER
SCIENCE

Date: 06-02-2021

04-03-2021
12 Noon- 1.00 P.M
PAPER-101
PAPER-102
PAPER-101.1 (Geo)
PAPER-101.2 (Geo)

05-03-2021
12 Noon-1.00 P.M
PAPER-103
PAPER-104
PAPER-103.1 (Geo)
PAPER-103.2 (Geo)

06-03-2021
12 Noon- 12.30 P.M

PAPER-102.1(Geo)
PAPER-102.2(Geo)
PAPER-301
PAPER-302
PAPER-301.1
PAPER-301.2
PAPER-302.1
PAPER-302.2

PAPER-104.1(Geo)
PAPER-104.2(Geo)
PAPER-303
PAPER-304( CBCS)
PAPER-303.1
PAPER-303.2

…….

PAPER-105

PAPER-305

………..

PAPER-304( CBCS)

Sd/- Dr. P. K. Dandapath
Teacher-in-charge

